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segmentations defined using the ANTS Cortical Thickness pipeline were also co-registered to native diffusion space to serve as waypoint and exclusion masks, respectively. The white matter boundary was defined by using the fslmaths -edge function on the ANTS white matter segmentation, and this white matter edges edge image was dilated by 1 voxel (1.875 mm) to generate a ribbon along the gray-white boundary in native diffusion space. Seed and target regions were defined by masking the original gray matter ROIs by the dilated WM edge (25, 26) . A termination mask of superficial gray matter was also generated by subtracting the original gray matter ROIs from the gray-white boundary ROIs.
Each cortical region defined along the gray-white boundary was selected as a seed region, and its connectivity strength to each of the other 399 regions was calculated using probabilistic tractography. At each seed voxel, 1000 samples were initiated (25) (26) (27) . Default tracking parameters were applied otherwise (a step-length of 0.5mm, 2000 steps maximum, curvature threshold of 0.02). To increase the biological plausibility of white matter pathways reconstructed with probabilistic tractography, streamlines were terminated if they entered superficial gray matter, and discarded if they traversed cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) in ventricles or re-entered the seed region (26) . This fiber tracking procedure allowed us to construct a weighted n × n connectivity matrix for each participant (see Fig. 1) , where connection weights were defined as the number of probabilistic streamlines connecting each pair of brain regions (25, 26) . Edge weights in each subject's connectivity matrix were normalized by the total weight of network connections in order to delineate intrinsic topological differences between subjects (25) (26) (27) (28) .
Consistency-based thresholding of structural connectivity matrices. Probabilistic tractography yields dense weighted networks that contain a large number of potentially spurious connections. Several approaches exist for mitigating the influence of false positive and false negative connections reconstructed in structural connectomes. While one common thresholding approach involves removing a subset of the weakest edges in a group-average connection matrix (29) , this approach often results in the elimination of relatively weak, long-range connections that may play an important role in brain network topology (30, 31) . In contrast, consistency-based thresholding considers the coefficient of variation (CV) for each network connection in the study sample, and retains both short-and long-range connections that are consistently reconstructed across subjects (31) . In this study, each subject's structural connectivity matrix was thresholded at the 75th percentile for edge weight CV, removing the top quartile of inconsistent connections (26, 31) . After applying these thresholds to individual networks, the average structural network density was 54.3% (s.d.=5.8%). We also replicated our main results after applying a 25 th percentile threshold, yielding an average structural network density of 23.7% (s.d.=1.2%).
Sensitivity analysis using deterministic tractography.
To ensure that our results were not influenced by the relatively high rate of reconstructing false-positive connections using probabilistic fiber tracking methods (32) , we also generated structural brain networks using deterministic tractography. Whole-brain deterministic fiber tracking was implemented for each participant in DSI Studio (33) using a modified fiber assessment by continuous tracking (FACT) algorithm with Euler interpolation, initiating 1,000,000 streamlines after removing all streamlines with length less than 10mm or greater than 400mm. Fiber tracking was performed with an angular threshold of 45°, a step size of 0.9375mm, and a fractional anisotropy (FA) threshold determined empirically by Otzu's method, which optimizes the contrast between foreground and background (33) . Edge weights were initially defined using number of deterministic streamlines connecting any pair of nodes (25, 26, 34) . Deterministic tractography yielded relatively sparse brain networks, which was problematic for calculating regional structure-function coupling profiles due to a low number of non-zero edges in each regional connectivity profile. Further, forty-one participants were excluded from analysis due to having at least one fully disconnected node in their structural brain network, precluding estimation of structure-function coupling. In order to evaluate spatial variation and age-related changes in structure-function coupling in the remaining 686 participants, we calculated the communicability for each network connection, which captures the communication capacity through both direct and indirect connectivity between each pair of brain regions (35) . This results in a fully-connected communicability matrix, where edge weights reflect the weighted sum of both direct and indirect pathways between regions, where shorter paths with stronger connections are weighted more heavily. To enhance biological plausibility of structural brain networks, we applied the same consistency-based threshold used for networks derived from probabilistic tractography, yielding an average network density of 54.3% (s.d.=5.8%).
Fractal n-back fMRI task. Performance of the fractal n-back working memory task reliably activates the frontoparietal executive system (36) . Furthermore, a fractal version of the n-back task is particularly useful for delineating the development of working memory without the confound of lexical processing (37) (38) (39) . Each task condition included a series of 60 fractal stimuli separated over three 20-stimulus blocks. Each stimulus was presented for 500ms with interstimulus intervals of 2500ms (total of 60s per block). The three task conditions, ordered according to increasing working memory load, were the 0-back, 1-back, and 2-back conditions. During the 0-back condition, participants were instructed to press a button in response to a single target stimulus. During the 1-back condition, subjects were instructed to press a button if the current stimulus matched the previous stimulus. During the 2-back condition, subjects were instructed to press a button if the current stimulus matched the stimulus presented two trials prior. The overall ratio of target stimuli to foil stimuli was maintained over all conditions as 1:3, with a total 15 target stimuli and 45 foil stimuli in each condition. Prior to the scan session, a mock scanning session was conducted to acclimate subjects to the scan environment (1). fMRI processing. Both n-back and resting-state functional images were processed using one of the top-performing pipelines for removal of motion-related artifact (40) within the XCP engine (41) . Preprocessing steps included (a) correction for distortions induced by magnetic field inhomogeneities using FSL's FUGUE utility, (b) removal of the 4 initial volumes of each acquisition, (c) realignment of all volumes to a selected reference volume using MCFLIRT (18), (d) removal of and interpolation over intensity outliers in each voxel's time series using AFNI's 3DDESPIKE utility, (e) demeaning and removal of any linear or quadratic trends, and (f) coregistration of functional data to the high-resolution structural image using boundary-based registration (42) . The artefactual variance in the data was modelled using a total of 36 parameters, including the six frame-wise estimates of motion, the mean signal extracted from eroded white matter and cerebrospinal fluid compartments, the mean signal extracted from the entire brain, the derivatives of each of these nine parameters, and quadratic terms of each of the nine parameters and their derivatives. Both the BOLD-weighted time series and the artefactual model time series were temporally filtered using a first-order Butterworth filter with a passband between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz (43) .
Functional connectome construction. Following de-noising, functional connectivity between each pair of brain regions was quantified as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the mean regional BOLD time series. For each participant, a 400 × 400 weighted adjacency matrix encoding the connectome was constructed (see Fig. 1 ). Each node was assigned to one of seven canonical functional brain modules or communities defined by Yeo et al. (24, 44) .
Measuring structure-function coupling in human brain networks. Regional connectivity profiles were extracted from each column of a participant's structural or functional connectivity matrix, and were represented as vectors of connectivity strength from a single network node to all other nodes in the network. Structure-function coupling was then measured as the Spearman rank correlation between nonzero elements of regional structural and functional connectivity profiles (45, 46) . Regional indices of structure-function coupling were averaged across participants to create a mean regional coupling map ( Fig. 2A) .
Evolutionary areal expansion and principal rs-FC gradient maps.
Evolutionary cortical surface area expansion between macaques and humans was estimated by measuring the surface deformation that would bring human cortical areas into spatial alignment with their macaque homologues, and extracted from a publically available atlas (47) . The principal gradient of intrinsic functional connectivity, which reflects a functional hierarchy from unimodal sensory cortex to transmodal association cortex, was also extracted from a publicly available atlas (48) .
Spatial Permutation testing.
The significance of the spatial correspondence between structurefunction coupling and cortical brain maps for evolutionary expansion and rs-FC was estimated using a conservative spatial permutation test, which generates a null distribution of randomly rotated brain maps that preserve spatial covariance structure of the original data (49) Specifically, the mean structure-function coupling map (see Fig. 2A ) was projected to an fsaverage6 spherical cortical surface and rotated randomly 1000 times, generating a distribution of "null" maps that preserve spatial neighborhood information. The mode of vertices within each node was used to extract regional values from the randomly rotated maps. We then calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between extracted regional values and other cortical measures (e.g., functional participation coefficient) to build a null distribution. The permutation-based p-value was calculated as the proportion of times that null correlation coefficients were greater than empirical correlation coefficients between regional measures (49) . This spin test procedure was repeated using the map of age-related changes in structure-function coupling to determine whether age effects were significantly correlated with functional diversity, rs-FC hierarchy, and evolutionary areal expansion.
Group-level statistical analysis.
We used penalized splines within a generalized additive model (GAM) to estimate linear and nonlinear age-related changes in structure-function coupling for each brain region. Importantly, the GAM estimates nonlinearities using restricted maximum likelihood (REML), penalizing nonlinearity in order to avoid over-fitting the data (50, 51) . Within this model, we included covariates for sex and head motion during both diffusion and n-back scans. We controlled for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (Q<0.05).
Longitudinal group-level analysis.
To determine whether age-related changes in structurefunction coupling were reliably capturing within-subject developmental change, we evaluated longitudinal changes in structure-function coupling using a sub-sample of participants who returned for follow-up approximately 1.7 years after baseline assessment (n=294). Longitudinal developmental changes in structure-function were estimated using a linear mixed effects model (nlme package), including a random subject intercept term to account for repeated measurements.
We evaluated whether within-subject change in structure-function coupling was associated with the refinement of regional functional or structural connectivity profiles. Specifically, we tested a linear regression model with longitudinal change in coupling as the dependent variable, and longitudinal change in the structural or functional participation coefficient as dependent variables. Baseline age, sex, mean relative frame-wise displacement, and the number of years between time-points were included as additional co-variates in regression models. Longitudinal within-subject change in coupling and the participation coefficient were calculated as the difference in regional brain measures between baseline and follow-up assessments. Baseline age, sex, mean relative frame-wise displacement, and the number of years between time-points were included as additional co-variates in regression models. Results remained highly consistent when using residual change scores, or normalizing raw change scores within-subjects for regression testing.
Mediation analysis.
Mediation analyses investigated whether age-related improvement in executive function was mediated by regional patterns of structure-function coupling. First, we regressed out the effects of nuisance covariates (sex and head motion) on the independent (X), dependent (Y), and mediating (M) variables. The normalized residuals were then used in our mediation analysis. The significance of the indirect effect was evaluated using bootstrapped confidence intervals within the R package lavaan.
Specifically, we examined the total effect of age on executive performance, the relationship between age and structure-function coupling (a path), the relationship between structure-function coupling and executive performance (b path), and the direct effect of age on executive performance after including structure-function coupling as a mediator in the model (c' path). The significance of the indirect effect (ab) of age on executive function through the proposed mediator (structure-function coupling) was tested using bootstrapping procedures, which minimize assumptions about the sampling distribution (52) . This approach involves calculating indirect effects for each of 10,000 bootstrapped samples and then calculating the 95% confidence interval.
SI Results
Longitudinal development of structure-function coupling is associated with changes in the functional participation coefficient. We used linear regression to test whether longitudinal change in coupling was associated with longitudinal change in the structural or functional participation coefficient. As previously noted, we found that longitudinal changes in structurefunction coupling were associated with longitudinal changes in the functional participation coefficient in 151 distributed brain regions, including dorsomedial prefrontal, inferior parietal, and lateral temporal cortex (Fig. 4B) . Interestingly, we observed significant associations between longitudinal change in structure-function coupling and the functional participation coefficient in some cortical regions that showed no observable age-related differences. These intra-individual changes in brain connectivity were observed over narrow a developmental window (0.5-3.5 years; mean=1.7 years) compared to cross-sectional age-related differences, and may reflect plasticity over shorter time-scales. Specific cases are highlighted in the medial visual cortex and medial prefrontal cortex (Fig. S1) .
We also observed limited associations between longitudinal change in structure-function coupling and the structural participation coefficient were observed. Specifically, we found a negative association between change in coupling and change in the structural participation coefficient for 11 brain regions spanning bilateral visual, somatomotor, and medial prefrontal cortex. These results suggest that longitudinal increases in structure-function coupling were associated with decreased diversity of regional structural connectivity (increased segregation) in these brain regions.
Sensitivity analyses.
We evaluated whether regional associations between structure-function coupling and executive performance were consistent when using in-scanner performance on the n-back fMRI task (d') instead of performance on executive tasks administered separately with the Penn Computerized Neurocognitive Battery. N-back performance was assessed using d', a composite measure that takes into account both correct responses and false positives to separate performance from response bias (36) . Regional associations between structure-function coupling and n-back performance (d') were highly correlated with associations between coupling and executive performance on a computerized battery (Fig. S2, r=0.80, pspin<0 .001). These results suggest that structure-function coupling in transmodal areas underpins individual differences in executive processes including working memory, attention and abstract reasoning, and that these associations are not driven by epiphenomena of task fMRI.
We also evaluated the specificity of the association between structure-function coupling and executive function. We observed no significant regional associations between structurefunction coupling and social cognition. Episodic memory performance was significantly associated with structure-function coupling in four regions in visual, parahippocampal, and prefrontal cortex (Fig. S3) . These results suggest that structure-function coupling measured during the n-back working memory task was most robustly associated with executive functioning.
Next, we conducted a thorough set of analyses to examine whether our results were dependent on specific methodological choices. First, we evaluated the impact of consistencybased thresholds for structural brain networks derived from probabilistic tractography. We compared spatial variability and age-related differences in structure-function coupling after applying 25 th and 75 th percentile thresholds, which prune inconsistent connections based on edge weight CV. Regional variability in mean structure-function coupling was preserved after applying 25 th and 75 th percentile thresholds (r=0.79, pspin<0.001; Fig. S4-A) . We also observed a strong correspondence between age-related differences in structure-function coupling after these thresholds (r=0.67, pspin<0.001; Fig. S4-B) .
Due to the well-documented trade-off in connectome sensitivity and specificity with different fiber tracking methods, we evaluated whether our results were consistent when using deterministic tractography. Specifically, we calculated structure-function coupling using each participant's thresholded communicability matrix derived from deterministic tractography. We found a strong spatial correlation between mean regional structure-function coupling calculated using deterministic and probabilistic tractography methods for structural brain network construction (r=0.79, pspin<0.001; Fig. S5-A) . Age-related changes in structure-function coupling also remained highly consistent (Fig S5-B) , and were distributed across superior temporal, parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal areas. Consistent with our main findings, we observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling (r=0.34, pspin=0.002; Fig. S5-C) . Specifically, age-related increases in coupling were localized within transmodal areas of frontoparietal and default networks, while age-related decreases in coupling were localized primarily within unimodal sensory areas.
To ensure that our results were driven by working-memory related processing, we evaluated whether our results were consistent when measuring functional connectivity from BOLD time-series extracted only from task blocks with high working memory load (1-back and 2back) instead of the full task time-series. Structure-function coupling was then quantified using this working memory-related FC and structural connectivity derived from probabilistic tractography. Mean regional structure-function coupling calculated with high working memory load was highly correlated with coupling calculated using the full n-back time-series (r=0.99, pspin<0.001; Fig. S6-A) . Age-related changes in structure-function coupling also remained highly consistent, and were distributed across superior temporal, parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex ( Fig. S6-B) . We observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling r=0.25, pspin=0.015; Fig. S6-C) , with age-related increases in coupling localized within transmodal areas of fronto-parietal and default networks, and age-related decreases in coupling localized primarily within unimodal sensory areas.
Next, we evaluated regional structure-function coupling while accounting for the influence of inter-regional connection distance, which imposes well-characterized constraints on brain connectivity (53) . We found a significant spatial correlation between mean structure-function coupling maps that did and did not account for inter-regional connection distance (r=0.47, pspin<0.001; Fig. S7-A) . When accounting for inter-regional distance, one notable difference was that transmodal regions in frontoparietal and default networks exhibited higher structure-function coupling, while unimodal sensory regions had relatively lower structure-function coupling. Despite these differences, age-related changes in structure-function coupling still remained highly consistent when accounting for inter-regional distance, and were distributed primarily in parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex ( Fig. S7-B) . Despite subtle differences in the spatial organization of structure-function coupling when accounting for inter-regional connection distance, we still observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling (r=0.40, pspin<0.001; Fig. S7-C) .
We also evaluated the relationship between structure-function coupling and other common network metrics, including nodal degree and nodal strength. Nodal degree was defined as the number of structural connections used to calculate structure-function coupling. We observed a significant correlation between nodal degree and structure-function coupling (r=-0.25, pspin=0.02; Fig. S8-A) . In order to ensure that age-related changes in structure-function coupling were not driven by differences in nodal degree, we included nodal degree as an additional covariate in GAMs estimating age-related change in regional measures of structure-function coupling. We found that age-related differences in structure-function coupling remain highly consistent after controlling for nodal degree (Fig. S8-B) . Further, we observed hierarchydependent development of structure-function coupling when controlling for nodal degree (r=0.34, pspin=0.002; Fig. S8-C) . Nodal strength was defined as the sum of connection weights for each node (29) . We observed a weak correlation between mean structure-function coupling and mean structural node strength (r =-0.14, pspin=0. 15) , and a moderate correlation between mean coupling and functional node strength (r=0. 29, pspin=0.05; Fig. S9-A) . Age-related differences in structurefunction coupling remained consistent after controlling for nodal strength (Fig. S9-B) . We also observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling when controlling for nodal degree (r=0.33, pspin=0.004; Fig. S9-C) .
Finally, we evaluated whether regional patterns of structure-function coupling showed a similar organization during the n-back working memory task and at rest. The spatial distribution of structure-function coupling was globally similar during n-back and rest when averaging across individuals ( Fig. S10-A) . However, we observed greater intra-individual variability in regional coupling when assessing the correlation between n-back and resting-state coupling for each participant (Fig. S10-B) . Further, structure-function coupling during n-back was more robustly associated with individual differences in executive performance (22 regions) compared to coupling during rest (5 regions). These results suggest structure-function coupling measured during a working memory task may amplify individual differences in neural circuitry underlying executive performance (54) . Figure S1 . Longitudinal change in structure-function coupling is associated with change in functional participation coefficient. We observed significant associations between longitudinal change in structure-function coupling and the functional participation coefficient in some cortical regions that showed no observable age-related differences in cross-sectional data (Fig. 4) . These intra-individual changes in brain connectivity were observed over a narrow developmental window (0.5-3.5 years; mean = 1.7 years), and may reflect plasticity over short time-scales. In medial prefrontal and medial visual cortex, we found that longitudinal increases in structurefunction coupling were associated with decreases in the functional participation coefficient (greater functional segregation), while longitudinal decreases in coupling were associated with increased functional integration. Figure S2 . Regional coupling is similarly associated with n-back task performance and executive performance on a computerized battery. We found that associations between regional structurefunction coupling executive performance were consistent across two measures of performance. Variability in structure-function coupling was similarly associated with individual differences in performance on the n-back working memory task (d'), and a factor score summarizing accuracy on executive tasks administered as part of a separate computerized battery. Figure S3 . Individual differences in structure-function coupling are associated with episodic memory. Episodic memory was measured as a factor score summarizing performance across verbal, spatial, and face memory tasks (6) . We found that better episodic memory performance was associated with higher structure-function coupling in four regions in the right hemisphere, including parahippocampal cortex, visual association cortex, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (FDR Q < 0.05). Figure S4. Regional variability and age-related differences in structure-function coupling are preserved at different consistency-based thresholds for structural brain networks. Consistencybased thresholds prune inconsistent structural network connections based on the edge weight coefficient of variation (CV) (31) . Applying a 25 th percentile threshold retains only network connections with the highest inter-subject consistency (bottom quartile CV), resulting in an average structural network density of 23.7% (s.d.=1.2%). Applying a 75 th percentile threshold prunes network connections with the lowest inter-subject consistency (top quartile CV), resulting in an average structural network density of 54.3% (s.d.=5.8%) (A) We observed similar regional variability in structure-function coupling after applying both 25 th and 75 th percentile consistencybased thresholds to structural connectivity matrices derived from probabilistic tractography. (B) We also observed a strong correspondence between age-related differences in structure-function coupling after applying alternative consistency-based thresholds. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using non-parametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S5 . Hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling using deterministic tractography. Structural brain networks were derived from deterministic tractography and structural connection strength was modeled using communicability: a measure of inter-regional communication capacity that accounts for the strength of both direct and indirect structural connections between nodes. (A) Mean regional structure-function coupling was highly similar when calculated using deterministic or probabilistic tractography methods for constructing structural brain networks. (B) Age-related differences in structure-function coupling also remained highly consistent, and were distributed across superior temporal, parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal areas. (C) We observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling: age-related increases in coupling were localized within transmodal areas of frontoparietal and default networks, while age-related decreases in coupling were localized primarily within unimodal sensory areas. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the False Discovery Rate Q<0.05). Red points in panel C correspond to brain regions in the default mode network, while blue points represent regions in other functional systems. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using non-parametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S6 . Hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling estimating functional connectivity only during 1-back and 2-back task blocks. Functional connectivity (FC) was estimated as the Pearson correlation coefficient between mean regional BOLD time-series during 1-back and 2-back blocks from the n-back working memory task. Structure-function coupling was then quantified using this working memory-related FC and structural connectivity derived from probabilistic tractography. (A) Mean regional structure-function coupling was highly similar when calculated using the full task time-series or high-load blocks of the n-back task. (B) Age-related changes in structure-function coupling also remained highly consistent, and were distributed across superior temporal, parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex. (C) Consistent with other methodological approaches, we observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling. Specifically, age-related increases in coupling were localized within transmodal areas of fronto-parietal and default networks, while age-related decreases in coupling were localized primarily within unimodal sensory areas. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the False Discovery Rate Q<0.05).Red points in panel C correspond to brain regions in the default mode network, while blue points represent regions in other functional systems. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using non-parametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S7 . Hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling when accounting for inter-regional distance. Structure-function coupling was quantified as the partial correlation between regional structural and functional connectivity profiles while accounting for the Euclidean distance between brain regions. (A) Mean regional structure-function coupling aligned significantly with the coupling measures that did not account for inter-regional distance. Notably however, transmodal regions in frontoparietal and default networks exhibited higher structurefunction coupling when accounting for the influence of inter-regional distance on coupling, while unimodal sensory regions had relatively lower structure-function coupling. (B) Age-related changes in structure-function coupling still remained highly consistent when accounting for interregional distance, and were distributed primarily in parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex. (C) Consistent with other methodological approaches, we observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling. Specifically, age-related increases in coupling were localized within transmodal areas of fronto-parietal and default networks, while age-related decreases in coupling were localized primarily within unimodal sensory areas. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the False Discovery Rate Q<0.05). Red points in panel C correspond to brain regions in the default mode network, while blue points represent regions in other functional systems. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using nonparametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S8 . Hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling when controlling for nodal degree. (A) We observed a moderate negative association between mean regional structure-function coupling and mean nodal degree, which was defined as the number of structural connections in each region used to estimate structure-function coupling. (B) Agerelated differences in structure-function coupling still remained highly consistent controlling for nodal degree, and were distributed primarily in parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex. (C) Consistent with other methodological approaches, we observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling while controlling for nodal degree. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the False Discovery Rate (Q<0.05). Red points in panel C correspond to brain regions in the default mode network, while blue points represent regions in other functional systems. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using nonparametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S9 . Hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling when controlling for functional nodal strength. (A) We observed a moderate negative association between mean regional structure-function coupling and mean functional nodal strength. (B) Age-related differences in structure-function coupling still remained consistent after controlling for nodal strength, and were distributed primarily in parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex. (C) We observed hierarchy-dependent development of structure-function coupling while controlling for functional nodal strength. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the False Discovery Rate (Q<0.05). Red points in panel C correspond to brain regions in the default mode network, while blue points represent regions in other functional systems. The significance of regional correlations was evaluated using non-parametric spatial permutation testing, and the associated p-values are denoted pspin. Figure S10 . Global similarity and intra-individual changes in structure-function coupling between n-back and rest. (A) When averaging across individuals, we found that spatial variability in mean structure-function coupling was highly consistent when using resting-state functional connectivity. (B) Within-subject correlations between structure-function coupling during n-back and rest reveal a greater degree of intra-individual variability in structure-function coupling during rest and task states.
